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Africa Wild Li Fe: Ganfeng’s DRC Lithium Game 
 
I’ve suggested for 3 years a ~33% chance that the Monster of Manono becomes a mine, and if so, it will 
most likely be by, and for, Chinese interests. And in that eventuality, I suggested a decent chance a deal 
is structured so that minority AVZ equity investors don’t share fully in the upside, long term. 
 

 
 
Having received ~USD10M equity from China’s Huayou Cobalt in 2017 and another ~USD10M equity 
earlier this year from China’s Yibin Tianyi, affiliated with China’s CATL, AVZ signing an off-take 
agreement with China Girl Ganfeng last week does not materially change my fundamental view. 
Geologically, AVZ has the world’s #1 spodumene resource. Enormous. High grade. Clean concentrate. A 
freak of nature akin to so much else available in non-Democratic Republic of Congo, like the KKK that is 
Robert Friedland’s Ivanhoe Mines: Kamoa-Kakula, Kipushi. But from its checkered origins to its 
significant infrastructure and sovereign risk brain damage, I still view AVZ more akin to Simandou than 
Escondida. As much gorilla as elephant – lots of hair.  
 

 
 
RK Equity’s interest and competitive advantage in lithium and other EV/battery materials is principally 
on ex-China project supply for ex-China buyers. I am of the same mind of my recent Lithium-ion Rocks 
vodcast guest on Rock Stock Channel, Arne Fransden of Pallinghurst – who knows the African landscape 
better than most having navigated great successes there with mining legend Brian Gilbertson. 
Pallinghurst is focusing all its battery materials investments on Triple A sovereign risk jurisdictions. Up to 
$1B with Livent in Nemaska. Also Nouveau Monde Graphite. Watch: Quebec Rocks! Graphite and 
NEWmaska LiTHiuM:  
 
I share AVZ loyalists’ devotion to KISS hard rock. But I’ve also opened my mind to new tech. I see better 
risk/reward at today’s valuations as an Alberta DLE guinea pig with E3 Metals than as a lithium DRC or 
iron ore Guinea pig. But that’s just my view on Li Fe – others are free to pick their own horses. Or 
elephants, gorillas, wild dogs, or wolves. Like Nancy Reagan I still Just Say No to Manono. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DmspwJzTj6Q&t=1937s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DmspwJzTj6Q&t=1937s
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AVZ’s current management team – in style, substance and integrity – looks better to me than its 
founding kraut & mutant turtle. It takes a certain type of intestinal fortitude to be a junior in this neck of 
the woods. Glencore, and billionaire Friedland have deep pockets to tame their African elephants. But 
my visits to game parks years ago gave me an appreciation not to underestimate its smaller species. 
 

       Adopt AVZ?   

 
                   Can these wild dogs hunt? 

 
 
Foreshadowing Manono, Simandou might be moving forward… 
 

 
 

“Under all scenarios Simandou will be developed, with or without Rio Tinto,” chief executive 
Jean-Sébastien Jacques told Bloomberg News. “There is a huge incentive for the Chinese to make 
it happen now,” he said, referring to the industrial activity increase in the Asian giant. 

 
Or maybe not… 
 

Rio Tinto's next CEO faces awkward Africa decision 

Published: Oct. 1, 2020 at 5:43 a.m. ET 
By David Winning – MarketWatch.com 

 
An evolving lithium market dynamic that mirrors the current iron ore market dynamic could very well 
justify AVZ’s development. Simandou may move forward as both iron ore prices and China/Australia 
geopolitical tensions hit all-time highs. China is desperate to reduce its reliance on Aussie iron ore. And 
may soon be in a similar spodumene pickle.  It is no coincidence, in my view, that Ganfeng hit the bid on 
the free option AVZ has offered, one month after key Ganfeng supplier Pilbara consolidated another key 
Ganfeng supplier Altura. More on that in a moment. 
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Shaving the Gorilla 

 
My biggest problem with AVZ remains what it has always been. Transport distances and costs. DRC 
miners of copper, tin, cobalt, tantalum can make money trucking, railing and shipping tens of thousands 
of tons of processed ore thousands of miles, as such products are priced in the thousands and tens of 
thousands of dollars. But the freight differential of shipping hundreds of thousands of tons of SC6 for 
hundreds of dollars per ton such a long distance looks uncompetitive to Asia, Europe and North America 
markets compared to current SC6 West Australia suppliers and future developers in Brazil, Europe, 
Canada and the USA. It also means shipping a lot of waste to those locations for which, in Europe, in 
particular, there is not much space, or appetite. 
 
AVZ’s ~USD250 transport costs alone is higher than Greenbushes USD217 total production costs. Sigma 
in Brazil, Savannah in Portugal and others in Europe, and multiple spodumene resources in Quebec, 
Ontario and North Carolina have a meaningful transportation cost advantage to where EV, battery and 
(soon more) cathode end market demand reside.  
 
“Localized lithium” reduces the key “km x kg” metric Elon Musk highlighted during Battery Day and is a 
principal rationale for Tesla’s offtake with Piedmont Lithium.  This critically important dynamic bears 
repeating when thinking about battery critical minerals. The distance molecules travel is highly relevant 
for reasons of sustainability, security, working capital management and manufacturing efficiency.   
 

 
 
AVZ’s $700 SC6 price estimate (Roskill) is less conservative than Piedmont, Savannah and others $564 
SC6 price (Benchmark). Much as a I am a hydroxide and SC6 bull I would discount a $700 base case. 
 
AVZ management’s lithium sulphate price calculation is not validated by Roskill, Benchmark or any other 
price reporting agency, as there is currently no market for this lithium product. Their $7,400 assumption 
“leveraged-to-lithium carbonate” seems high to me when SQM is supplying carbonate in the low 
$3,000s that can be converted to hydroxide. 
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Show Me the Sulphate! 
 
I’m meaningfully intrigued by this sulphate potential – a value-added precursor step in between SC6 and 
either carbonate or hydroxide. A higher selling price nearer to mine mouth which will greatly reduce 
shipping waste.  

 
 
I’ve participated in several discussions over the past few years contemplating that such a market may 
develop in WA, Europe and North America. But I understand it may not be as simple as such 
conversations imply. No standalone plants currently exist as far as I am aware to convert sulphate to 
carbonate or hydroxide. 
 
According to an October interview with AVZ MD Nigel Ferguson, the sulphate concept was being tested 
with Manono ore sent to Canada with chemical analysis being sent to potential off-taker/converters. I 
await news on this score.  But unless/until AVZ secures a binding off-take (preferably with some capital 
commitment) from a credible sulphate converter (preferably from Europe) at a price in the ballpark of 
the $7,400 AVZ’s DFS suggests, I’m from Missouri on sulphate: Show Me.  But if AVZ pulls it off with a 
well-financed European partner, it could be a lithium industry game-changer. 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-HyfCH5VnI
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It is hard for me to handicap the various power, rail, tax and other challenges AVZ is addressing via 
MOUs with DRC government entities to try to improve its project economics. One thing I can say with 
high certainty is that it is very unlikely a “hydroxide hub” will develop in DRC.  
 
AVZ lists the following opportunities being investigated: 

• Improved tin and tantalum recovery 

• Possible establishment of a Tin Smelter 

• Lower rail rates from railway companies 

• Renewable energy on site such as solar arrays 

• Upgraded resources and associated economic benefits  

• Tax incentives from a Special Economic Zone 

• Lithium Hydroxide Plant 

• Alternative methods to treat SC6 for battery products  

Re: Manono Project Funding, AVZ referenced in its April DFS a team of advisors I’ve never heard of:  

The Company has been actively working with several debt and corporate advisors, including 
Prime Business Capital Pty Ltd of South Africa, Stanton-Reed Iberia sl of Spain and JNS Capital 
Corp of Canada to name three, to secure project debt and equity finance on competitive terms 
and continues to assess various funding options as presented.  

AVZ’s November’s AGM presentation suggested as follows: 

Significant progress has been achieved in the second half of 2020 of putting together a US$400M 
Syndicated Facility comprising principally of Pan African Development Fund Institutions (DFIs) with 
favorable terms and conditions. The equity component of the required funding has attracted a number 
of interested industry participants and private equity investors with discussions ongoing.  

Show me the money! 
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Carolina Spodumene Belt Trumps DRC Lithium Belt and Road  

My holiday reading included a great new book from Daniel Yergin, prominent author, energy expert, 
economic historian and Vice Chairman of IHS Markit. A timely update on the massive evolution in global 
oil and gas of US, Europe, Russia, Saudi and other Mideast players with a concluding section on the 
burgeoning Electric Map – factoring in climate and energy sensibilities among rising geographies and 
demographics. Little lithium is a great prism through which to understand the world’s disorder bi-polar. 
Highly recommend: 

 

I’ve commented frequently about the “Geopolitics of Lithium” in the era of Terafactories, trade wars 
and an evolving China/non-China, US & Them dynamic. Combined with sustainability and climate 
concerns, the cost curve for mining, processing and transporting lithium has to rise. For Western OEMs 
like Tesla, VW or GM to source specialty hydroxide in a secure, sustainable way will require paying more 
from assets in more proximate Tier One geographies, unless/until new technologies break through to 
lower the cost curve. China is happier with other geographic Belts & Roads, and to a degree is forced to 
be as China FDI into Canada, Australia, US and likely Europe becomes more challenged for critical 
mineral assets. Pre-Covid sensibilities would likely have allowed a Ganfeng takeover of Altura for a song 
to secure sustainable, low cost SC6 supply from familiar terrain. 

Absent the sulphate concept, AVZ’s project IMO requires 2017/18-level SC6 prices for a sustained period 
– a raging bull, not a base case, scenario. But nonetheless possible as hydroxide-hungry cathode demand 
enters ludicrous growth mode - Yahua’s 5-year hydroxide deal with Tesla is a timely reminder. As I 
discount both AVZ’s SC6 price deck and sulphate aspirations, I would also use a high discount rate to 
account for what is still one of the most corrupt and difficult places in the world to do business: 

 
A quick glance through the US State Department and European Investment Bank views on DRC reflect 
cautious optimism about Félix Tshisekedi regime, but does little to warrant a lower risk premium IMO. 

Never say never, but DRC is largely off limits for Albemarle’s Kent Masters and Eric Norris or Livent’s 
Paul Graves. For USA retail driving SPACtactular EV-themed valuations, most Jane or George Battery 
Pack Robinhood traders will focus on the Acid Queen mud wrestle near Burning Man, Nevada or, my 
preference, the engagement of American Girl Charlotte to Austin, than go for a Bungle in the Jungle. 

https://www.state.gov/reports/2020-investment-climate-statements/democratic-republic-of-the-congo/
https://www.eib.org/attachments/efs/economic_report_banking_africa_2020_en.pdf
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Dances with Wolves 
 

Sly-as-a-fox Ganfeng is the most astute lithium deal maker. Its history has provided many comparables 
for which we can benchmark AVZ’s material announcement that Ganfeng found immaterial to 
announce. Below are excerpts and highlights of the Pilbara off-take in 2017 and Altura in 2018, as well 
as the headline terms of Piedmont’s deal with Tesla. 
 
To summarize key differences between those agreements and the AVZ announcement: 
 

• The word “binding” 

• The word “fixed” or “floor” re: pricing  

• Money or promise to provide money  
 

Much as I admire and respect Ganfeng, their apparent non-adherence to the AJM $550 price floor 
demonstrates that counter-party risk of even the best Chinese brands will never match that of a trusted 
American or European one. I can’t see any bank lending against the Ganfeng agreement as outlined in 
AVZ’s press release. It looks not dissimilar to any number of “MOUs” signed during Lithium 2.0. Ganfeng 
is putting real money into their Argentina JV and will very likely soon continue to invest significantly in 
their Mexico JV as well. Is 1772 genuinely serious about DRC SC6 or simply putting Pilbara and Mineral 
Resources on notice? I smell a wolf in sheep’s clothing. 
 
I’m rooting for a world in which AVZ gets into production and can sell at a reasonable profit to Ganfeng 
160,000 ta of SC6 at USD 700+ as that would be a world of meaningfully higher lithium hydroxide prices. 
In such a world, non-integrated producers like Ganfeng will be 3rd or 4th quartile, enabling low cost 
integrated hydroxide projects like Piedmont Lithium in North Carolina, or European Metals Holdings in 
Czech Republic or Critical Elements in Quebec - to name three hard rock-to-hydroxide favorites of mine 
- to be immensely profitable.  
 
AVZ ‘s JV partner agreed in September to sell down 10% of its Manono stake for USD15.5M, implying a 
100% project valuation of ~USD150M. AVZ is currently trading at ~USD500M implied valuation for 100%. 
Which valuation better reflects reality? By comparison, EMH, which owns 49% of Cinovec is trading at 
USD 260M implied value for 100%, while PLL and CRE which both own 100% of their projects are trading 
at USD400M and USD90M respectively. #relativevalue 
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Disclaimer  

 
Lithium-ion Rocks, Rock Stock Channel and Lithium-ion Bull are periodic publications, written and/or 
produced by RK Equity Advisors, LLC. In this article/episode and any other newsletters, podcasts or videos 
Howard Klein and/or RK Equity affiliate Rodney Hooper may share some rationale for a stock in which we 
have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in our own retirement or taxable accounts. 
If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of anything written in this or any other 
Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast or Rock Stock Channel video, that is your free choice. But 
to be clear, the commentary you’re reading, hearing or seeing is not investment advice, nor a 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. RK Equity, Howard Klein and Rodney Hooper are not 
registered investment advisors nor a broker-dealer.  We may act, or may have acted in the past, as a 
financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the companies mentioned herein and may receive, or 
may have received, remuneration for services from those companies. Howard Klein, Rodney Hooper, RK 
Equity may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of 
course, to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of December 
21, 2020 RK Equity, Howard Klein or Rodney Hooper own securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont 
Lithium, E3 Metals Corp, Albermarle, Livent, European Metals Holdings, Bacanora, Critical Elements, 
Frontier Lithium, MP Materials, Camino Corp, Talon Metals, Nouveau Monde Graphite and have or have 
had over the past 60 months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, 
CleanTeq, Millennial Lithium, Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, Critical Elements, Nouveau 
Monde Graphite, Kidman Resources, Nemaska, Camino Corp, Bacanora, European Metals Holdings, 
Savannah Resources, Talon Metals, Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information 
contained herein is not financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer 
nor makes any recommendation to buy or sell any securities. 
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